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Abstract—Recent advancements in the design of mobile devices
and wireless technologies have produced a successful coupling of
mobile devices and Web services, where mobile devices can be a
service provider or a consumer. However, finding relevant Web
services that match requests remain a major hindrance to its
booming. The challenges facing Web service discovery are further
magnified by the stringent constraints of mobile devices, and the
inherit complexity of wireless heterogeneous networks. While
significant research has focused on service discovery protocols
in isolation, they mostly lack a holistic capacity to address the
different limitations collectively. We introduce a novel discovery
framework that addresses all aspects of mobile Web service
discovery, yet does not jeopardize the efficiency requirement
for this discovery; especially as an application run in resource-
constrained environments.

Index Terms—mobile Web services, Web service discovery,
service discovery framework, mobile devices

I. INTRODUCTION

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [1] is a vision of

developing software applications that can be composed of

networked functionalities that are capable of interacting with

each other automatically. SOA offers the promise of robustness

and agility by supporting software reuse, loose coupling,

flexible design, and interoperability between heterogeneous

applications. With the emergence of the Mobile Internet (MI)

and the constantly expanding mobile user base, the notion

of networked functionalities helps end-users with limited re-

sources to perform complicated tasks on high-end machines

over the network. Web services implement the concepts of

SOA to enable “software as a service”, which delivers software

services over the network using technologies such as XML.

Web services, however, have neither achieved the antic-

ipated wide spread use, nor dominated Web applications

development. Web services have, so far, failed to match the

burst expansion of the Web. A main reason is the inefficiency

of Web service discovery. That is, the ability for the user to find

Web services that meet his/her needs and are appropriate for

the current context [2]. The standard Web service development

cycle includes description, discovery, and invocation (remote

execution) [3]. Web service discovery in particular, is a key

enabler to the adoption of Web services technology as a

computing paradigm.

With the emergence of new generations of smartphones and

high-end mobile devices, both equipped with extraordinary

features, users became capable of running sophisticated Web

applications. Furthermore, the unprecedented advancements

of wireless technologies influence mobile users to become

highly interested in the Mobile Internet. With the limitations

existing in wireless networks and the limited resources of

mobile devices, Web service discovery becomes even more

difficult, and hence, challenging.
Broadly speaking, current service discovery techniques are

fundamentally designed for static and wired environments.

Most of the existing discovery approaches lack the compre-

hensive understanding of both mobile devices and wireless

networks limitations, which makes these approaches incapable

of efficient and reliable discovery in a mobile scenarios.
In this paper, we introduce a novel discovery framework

that addresses all aspects of mobile Web service discovery in

resource-constrained environments. For the various aspects of

the framework, we identify approaches that could potentially

be applied from current research.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as

follows:

• We provide an overview of existing Web service dis-

covery approaches and point out their limitations in

mobile environments. As well, we identify the essential

requirements for a successful Web service discovery in

resource-constrained environments.

• We propose a generic Web service discovery framework

that can be used in a general Web service environment,

but more specifically for mobile domains and resource-

constrained environments. The framework can be imple-

mented in client/server or P2P networks with sufficient

robustness to implement components where they would

perform most efficiently.

• We propose a novel request submission protocol that

identifies the available service providers as well as the

language used to describe the services they offer before

submitting the service request.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II outlines related research. Section III gives a brief back-

ground on Web service descriptions. Section IV discusses

the current discovery approaches, points out the limitations,

and identifies the essential requirements for efficient discovery

in mobile environments. Section V describes the proposed

framework and relevant research efforts that are applicable

for each component. In Section VI we present a use-case

scenario to illustrate how the proposed framework can be

applied. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper and outlines

future research avenues.
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II. RELATED WORK

Over the past few years, researchers have focused on

optimizing specific parts of current Web service discovery

approaches to enable them to fit within mobile domains.

These aspects include: semantic reasoning strategies for per-

vasive discovery [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]; location-based mobile

services [9]; context-aware discovery [10], [2]; incorporating

user preferences with the discovery process [11]; device-aware

discovery [12]; capacity-driven service discovery [13], [14];

service composition in a mobile environment [15]; dynamic

discovery for P2P networks [16], [17]; future vision for discov-

ery schemes in open mobile environments [18], and adaptive

interfaces and web content presentations for mobile devices

[19]. Although there have been many research efforts related

to particular aspects of discovery, within heterogeneous mobile

environments, there is no single publication that provides a

complete picture of the discovery process.

III. WEB SERVICE DESCRIPTION STANDARDS

A Web service is a computational software entity which is

able to achieve a user’s objective by a remote invocation. Web

services allow applications written in different programming

languages to interact seamlessly through standard protocols

[20]. Web service standards such as description, discovery,

publication, and invocation offer mechanisms for both service

providers and consumers to carry out their tasks in a universal

and standard way. Once the service is developed, the provider

describes the service functionalities, operations it performs,

functional and non-functional parameters , and how potential

customers can communicate with the service. Description

languages include semantic and non-semantic approaches.

WSDL 2.0 [21] is the latest standard specification for

non-semantic services. It describes the service in two levels;

”abstract” and ”concrete”. The abstract level describes the

operations that can be performed by the service and the

message structures used to communicate to these operations, as

well as an interface which combines messages and operations.

The concrete level specifies the service bindings associated

with the network endpoints.

Semantic descriptions of Web services rely on domain

ontologies [22] which aim to provide unambiguous definitions

of the description terms and to address the lack of semantic

understanding of messages and data, which consequently

makes the interactions between services more logical, and

facilitates service composition and integration. Web services

may use various semantic description languages such as

Web ontology languages (OWL-S) [23], Web Service Mod-

eling Ontology (WSMO) [24], WSMO-Lite [25] for resource-

constrained environments, Web Services Semantics (WSDL-

S) [26], and Semantic Web Services Ontology (SWSO) [27].

Unfortunately, each description language has its own notations

and no standard, universally accepted formal notations exist for

sematic descriptions. Services that are described in a particular

formalism are only discovered by requests constructed by

the same formalism. Using the same formalism to describe

both the service and the request may result in a mismatch

between the request description and user intuition [28]. With

the emergence of mobile Web services provisioning, which are

services provided by mobile devices over wireless networks,

most of these description languages must be revisited to

accommodate device and network constraints.

IV. SERVICE DISCOVERY

Service discovery is the act of finding a relevant service for

a particular request. Most of the existing techniques belong to

one of three main discovery approaches [29]: UDDI Business

Registry (UBR), specialized search engines, and generic search

engines. Each one of these approaches has its strengths and

weaknesses.

-UDDI Business Registry: UDDI is the discovery approach

used by the standard Web service architecture. It relies on

centralized repositories that providers use to publish their

services and customers use to discover services that satisfy

their requirements. Usually, UBR provides information about

the service description, publisher, endpoint, technical interface

(tModel), implementation, etc. This approach has not been

widely adopted by the Web services community which ex-

plains why major UBR (such as IBM and Microsoft) shut

down their services in 2006 [30]. However, there are still few

public registries offering their services with different capabil-

ities such as RemoteMethods, StrikIron, and X-Methods.

Problems with UBRs include the centralized architecture,

limited scalability, single point of failure, consistency main-

tenance, searches that rely on keywords or category browsing

only, and outdated service records. Customers also need to

be aware of the UBR addresses to locate and query them.

However, UBRs enable service subscription for interested

users to keep them updated. UBRs add extra features such as

service trail, transaction facilitation, WSDL parser, different

pricing schemes, performance monitoring, programmatic in-

terface, ratings, categorization, documentation, etc. UBRs also

allow searching for providers and tModels [30], [29].

-Specialized search engines: This approach aims to distin-

guish a Web service search from a Web content search. The

basic idea is to make use of Web services functionalities,

operations, and other information provided in the description

files in order to perform a meaningful search for services that

best match a particular request. These search engines collect

Web services description files from public UBRs and Web

contents, extract the semantic meaning of these Web services

from their description files, and perform semantic matching

between requests and Web services capabilities. Woogle [31]

and WSCE [32] are examples of these search engines.

Web services search engines are able to find services that

are more relevant to users’ requests as the search does not only

rely on keywords but also on functionalities and other running

parameters such as QoS. Additionally, the retrieved services

should be valid and running as these engines are able to catch

any updates or status changes while crawling the descriptions

of Web services from the source.However, so far this approach

supports only searching for non-semantic Web services.
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-Generic Web search engines: Web content search engines

are another alternative to find Web services using keyword

search. Major providers of Web services, such as Google,

Amazon and Yahoo, have decided to publish their Web ser-

vices through their own websites instead of using UBRs. This

trend is forcing users to discover Web services through Web

content search engines. Users can use search engines. to locate

Web services by customizing the search query to look for

specific files types (ex. wsdl and owl files).

The major drawback of generic search engines is that they

cannot understand Web service functionalities outlined in the

description files and only rely on keywords to find services.

The advantages of them include robustness, scalability, and no

extra infrastructure is required.

A. Limitations of Current Discovery Mechanisms: A Mobile
Perspective

Notwithstanding the research efforts that have focused on

Web service discovery, many limitations with respect to mobile

environments remain, including the following:

• Current approaches do not take into consideration the

support that peers can provide in mobile domains.

• Current approaches lack open architectures which can

guarantee robustness and scalability.

• User experience and satisfaction, user preferences, and

device features and capabilities are important factors

that must be incorporated into Web service discovery in

mobile environments. A few proposals provide limited

consideration to these factors. They tend to focus on

either user preferences or mobile capabilities and ignore

user channel or the network status.

• Current approaches do not take into account resource-

constrained providers that may exist in mobile domains.

These providers have limited resources to, for example,

perform semantic matchmaking quickly and efficiently.

• In wireless networks, providers and customers commu-

nicate over wireless channels where signal quality is

variable. Existing discovery mechanisms are unable to

identify Web services that are able to promptly respond

and adapt appropriately to such context change.

• In a mobile environment, selecting services that are

located in physical proximity, perhaps belonging to the

same home network, for instance, can reduce network

traffic and, as a result, reduce costs. Identifying services

that provide this selection priority is currently not avail-

able in existing approaches.

• Keyword-based service discovery is ineffective in re-

trieving the most relevant services to a specific request,

while semantic-based discovery is resource intensive

and not affordable for resource-constrained environments.

Lightweight semantic reasoners are therefore required.

B. Service Discovery Requirements in Mobile Environments

Service discovery is a crucial component in Web services,

especially in heterogeneous mobile environments. The pro-

cess must be efficient and rapid to cope with the extremely

dynamic nature of mobile domains. To ensure these features,

service discovery in mobile domains must satisfy the following

requirements:

1) In mobile domains, mobile devices are frequently chang-

ing their point of attachment to the network or making a

vertical handoff between different access technologies.

The services they provide then become inaccessible

as their binding information become invalid. Service

discovery should be an active process even while the

service is executing to support seamless provisioning

either by providing an alternative access to the same

service or by quickly finding another equivalent service.

2) With mobile Web services provisioning services may

become invalid or stale due to the provider’s mobility.

Discovery mechanisms in mobile environments must en-

sure that the discovered services are active and running.

3) With the existing diversity of mobile device form factors

and platforms, discovery mechanisms should ensure the

compatibility of the discovered services with the device

capabilities.

4) Since mobile users are always on the move, service

providers and/or service consumers could be location-

dependent, hence request or offer services in particular

areas. So, location-based service discovery is highly

required.

5) Typically, mobile devices are associated with context

information and users who usually have preferences.

One of the chief benefits from mobile services is the

enabling of personalized services provisioning that takes

into account the user preferences and context informa-

tion. Service discovery in such cases must incorporate

the user profile and context information in ranking and

selecting Web services.

6) Semantic Web service discovery architectures present a

significant challenge in mobile domains. The discov-

ery of semantic Web services requires a heavyweight

matchmaking process at the server side which could be a

limited-resources provider. Semantic reasoning, the core

of the semantic matchmaking process, is a resource-

intensive process and only suitable for deployment on

high-end servers. Therefore, highly optimized semantic

reasoners for mobile environments is required.

7) Generally speaking, finding a single service that fulfills

a particular request is not the only way to respond to a

request. Service discovery should be smart enough and

be able to break down the request into small sub-tasks, if

possible, and find a service for each sub-task separately

before integrating them together to satisfy the original

request.

8) Discovery approaches must be able to distinguish be-

tween finding services that interact with applications

(technical services) and services that will interact with

users (user-facing). The later, which is more desirable by

mobile users, needs an easy-to-use interface that enables

users to perform efficiently the different operations that
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the service offers. Therefore, Web services that provide

a more appealing (user-friendly) user interface would be

ranked higher.

9) Due to the limitations of mobile devices and wireless

networks, mobile clients may be able able to exe-

cute/support limited operations offered by Web services.

Discovery protocols should be able to identify what

services may not be fully executed and rank discovered

services accordingly.

10) Mobile domains are highly dynamic and experience

many environment changes. Therefore, developing ser-

vices with multiple capacities (different behavior to the

same functionality) is becoming more desirable and

an essential requirement. Discovery protocols should

be able to assign higher priority to Web services that

are capable of adapting their behavior to environment

changes (ex. Bandwidth and transmission rate).

V. SERVICE DISCOVERY FRAMEWORK FOR MOBILE

ENVIRONMENTS

Based on our analysis of the limitations of existing discov-

ery mechanisms presented above, we propose a framework

for mobile Web service discovery in resource-constrained

and mobile environments. Figure 1 illustrates the essential

components, represented in a three-layer structure, that are

required for effective Web service discovery in mobile envi-

ronments. Layer 1 represents the components that reside on

the customer side, and layer 3 contains all the components

that run on the provider side. Layer 2 depicts the components

that can be implemented either on the provider side or on the

customer side based on resource availability and battery power.

The decision whether to implement some components on the

provider’s side or the customer’s side aims to enhance the

performance. The framework is also independent of the Web

service architecture. It supports service discovery in Peer-to-

Peer (P2P) and client/server architectures. In P2P Web services

provisioning, components at this layer may be distributed

between providers and customers according to their resources,

while in client/server architecture where servers are usually

high-end machines, mobile clients can host the minimum

number of components to save their precious resources and

battery power.

A. Layer 1: Customer Layer

Service Request: The end-user constructs a request for a

Web service that fulfills a specific objective. The request can

be as simple as plain text that describes the user objective.

Mobile users usually have limited input capabilities, which are

unsuitable for a formatted service request or a formal service

description language (i.e. in semantic services). Therefore,

simple plain text fits well for the service request within

mobile device constraints. The Request Analyzer then can

perform some extra processing on this request to extract some

meaningful information and construct a format service request.

Another alternative is to provide a user-friendly multimodal

Requester Providers/Brokers

Request Converter

“I have a service request”

Unicast

“Here is the request in (OWL-S)”

Broadcast

“My services are described using (ex. OWL-S)”

Multicast

Fig. 2. A high level illustration of the proposed request submission protocol.

interface that accepts user requirements with minimal input

parameters.

Request Submission Protocol: The Request submission pro-

tocol starts at the customer’s side. The protocol broadcasts

a brief message saying that ”I have a service request” and

can be encoded in a short format. Service providers/brokers

who receive this message respond with a unicast message to

the requester saying that ”I am a service provider and my
services are described in a service description language (X),
i.e. WSDL, WSDL-S, OWL, etc.”. The responses are unicasted

to the Service Request Converter to format the request in

the appropriate formalisms. Figure 2 depicts a high level

abstraction of the proposed request submission protocol. The

Request Submission Protocol takes advantage of P2P networks

to disseminate the service request.

In P2P networks, peers typically cooperate to disseminate

the service request. Peers receive the request, process it, and

originate the request to their neighbors after reducing the Time

To Live (TTL), that is associated with the request, by 1.

Peers stop forwarding the request if (TTL = 0). The Request
Submission Protocol aims to reduce the network traffic pro-

duced by request flooding and avoid message processing by

non-corresponding nodes to save their valuable resources (i.e.

battery power and CPU).

B. Layer 2: Provider/broker or customer side

This layer contains the components that can be implemented

at either the provider/broker side or at the customer side

according to resources availability.

Service Request Converter: Upon receiving the service

request and the responses from different available providers,

the request converter re-constructs the service request in the

provider’s specific language. If the Request Converter is imple-

mented at the customer side, it then re-constructs (depending

on previous responses) the request in multiple description

languages and multicasts each formalism to the corresponding

providers. However, if the Request Converter is implemented

at the provider/broker side, the conversion is done locally. In

such case, the benefits that the Request Submission Protocol
brings would be limited.

Request Analyzer: The service discovery process in this

framework is comprised of two levels. Level 1: The Request
Submission Protocol searches first for atomic services that

totally satisfy the user’s request. Level 2: If no relevant

services are found, the service Request Converter is notified to
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Layer 1: Customer

Service Request

Layer 2: Midlle

Layer 3: Provider/

broker

Request Analyzer

Service Composer

Local services 
directory
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Search/M
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Request Converter
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.usr : User preferences

.mbl: Device profile

.env: Environment context
ratings: User ratings

Ranked Services List

.env

ratings

.usr

.mbl

.usr

.mbl

Fig. 1. An overview of the discovery framework in a three-layer structure.

forward a copy of the service request to the Request Analyzer
which, in turn, will break down the request into sub-tasks, if

possible, and try to satisfy each sub-task separately. Breaking

down the request (in collaboration with the Service Composer)

may follow one of two approaches: 1) Start with the request

inputs to get the request outputs with exact or partial matches

using, for example, the matchmaking algorithm mentioned

in [15], 2) Find services that have exact matches with sub-

tasks, i.e. the matchmaking algorithm yields an EXACT or

SUBSUMES match between the sub-task inputs/outputs and

the relevant service inputs/outputs. EXACT match means that

all the sub-task inputs and outputs match exactly with the

service input and output parameters respectively. SUBSUMES
match means that all the sub-task inputs and outputs are

subsets of the service input and output parameters respectively.

Service Composer: The service composer in our framework

is responsible for the orchestration process and generating

composition plans for atomic Web services that satisfy the

individual sub-tasks, together to fulfill the original service re-

quest. Resolving users’ requests via composite services (when

it is applicable) meets requirement #7. Bhuvaneswari et al. [15]

propose a framework for semantic Web service composition in

mobile environments. Their framework converts WSDL files

into OWL-S specification and generates a service profile for

the request. Then, it performs a sematic reasoning between the

advertised service profile and the request service profile. The

composer then generates composition plans and stores them

in a plan repository in a cloud.

Relevant Services List: This is the list of services that match

the user request. The list contains atomic Web services that

satisfy the user objective, and/or composite services along with

composition plans and the plan evaluation to be used by the

execution environment.

Service Ranking: The service ranking component receives

the list of relevant Web services and works to rank them based

on the user preferences, device profile, running environment

conditions, and user ratings. Al-Masri [12] have developed

a device-aware mobile service discovery solution called Mo-

biEureka. The system is capable of ranking discovered services

according to their best fit with the requester’s mobile device.

Garcı́a et al. [11] proposed a user preferences model to be

integrated with service description languages so that discovery

mechanisms can rank relevant services accordingly. However,

in our framework, we suggest ranking the relevant services

based on the user preferences, device profile, environment

context, and user ratings collectively.

Context Information: The framework uses the aforemen-

tioned four types of context information to rank the list of

relevant Web services (if found). Incorporating these context

information in mobile service discovery fulfils requirement

#3,4,5,9 and 10.

User preferences: User preferences are not part of

the semantic Web service descriptions, which implies that

retrieved services may satisfy a user’s request, but may not
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be quite relevant to the user preferences (requirement #5).

Garcı́a et al. [11] propose a detailed user preferences model

that can be applied as an extension to the existing seman-

tic description languages. The model distinguishes between

mandatory requirements and preferred requirements. However,

we recommend expressing user preferences following the same

model, but in separate files to ensure modularity, portability,

and preserve the backward compatibility.

Device profile: The objective of incorporating the

device profile information with the Web service discovery pro-

cess is to ensure the compatibility of the discovered/selected

service with the device constraints. In this regard, Al-Masri

et al. [12], have developed a device-aware service discovery

mechanism that is capable of selecting Web services that

function properly within mobile device constraints. The mech-

anism takes advantage of HTTP sessions to collect device

information and store it at the server side. This information

is used later to ensure that the discovered services will

function properly within the device constraints and to rank

them accordingly (requirement #3). The mechanism supports

caching the information of disconnected devices to be used if

they successfully re-establish the connection within a specific

period of time. The solution is limited to WSDL files and

an extension to WSDL-M is proposed in order to include

“required” features/ parameters on the client’s device. Again,

we recommend that service providers describe the “required”

and recommended “to-have” features in mobile devices in a

separate file for the same reasons mentioned above.

Environment Context: In wireless networks, the en-

vironment context may change frequently during the execution

of the Web service as mobile consumers and/or providers

may be on the move. Services behavior may be considerably

affected by these changes. This impact is not of concern

for traditional Web services provisioning. The objective of

integrating the environment context into service discovery is

to ensure that services run properly given these environment

conditions/parameters. We prefer that providers identify the

minimum and preferred required parameters for reliable ex-

ecution in a standalone file that can be associated with the

other service description files. By consulting this file while

ranking the discovered Web services, the discovery process

may realize that the requester could be able to execute limited

functionalities of particular services and then rank services

accordingly (requirement #9). Another opportunity that can be

envisioned here is the support of multiple capacity services,

where services can adapt to the current environment status by

changing their behavior. Therefore, a discovery protocol would

assign higher priority to services with multiple capacities

(requirement #10). Consequently, the service execution plat-

form/architecture should support the appropriate mechanisms

for assessing the environment status at runtime so that services

with multiple capacities would be able the respond promptly to

the environment changes. Environment context also includes

location information, which can be used to enhance the service

provisioning according to the user’s location (requirement #4).

For example, providing a list of restaurants that are located

nearby the requester.

Maamar et al. [13] discuss the development of capacity-

driven Web services starting from the description, discovery,

composition, to the invocation of proper desired functions.

Similar research on services with different qualities to cope

with environment context is presented in [14]. The authors

named their approach “Service Differentiation” which aims

to develop/provide a single service with multiple variations

instead of several independent services.

User ratings: In Web 2.0 and open environments

users are encouraged to provide feedback and rate different

services they have used based on their experience. These

ratings are important as they reflect the user satisfaction and

QoS perceived by the user. The service rating could also be

used as an effective tool to show the real user satisfaction

for the user interface of user-facing services, which fulfils

requirement #8 of our defined effective service discovery

reuirements. Our framework takes advantage user ratings to

rank Web services, given that the proper handling mechanisms

for ratings, complaints, and comments are provided.

Ranked Services List: The ranked services list is the services

list from which the user/application would choose the proper

Web service to invoke.

Relevant Services Cache: Mobile environments are charac-

terized by intermittent connections, unreliable channels, and

high transmission error rates. Services may become easily

unavailable or function improperly due to the lack of resources

(ex. bandwidth). In such cases, service discovery mechanisms

need to support alternatives either by providing different

access to the same service or finding functionally similar

services (which satisfies requirement #1). In this perspective,

our framework proposes caching the retrieved relevant services

list for a user specific request to choose the next best candidate

service in case of the principle service fail to respond or

not performing well. This caching is cleared once the desired

service is successfully executed.

C. Layer 3: Provider/broker Layer

This layer contains the framework components that should

be implemented at the provider/broker side.

Search/Matchmaking Module: The Search/Matchmaking
module is where the functionalities described in the request

and the capabilities offered by Web services are matched.

Service providers decide on the appropriate matching approach

that is used to match users’ requests based on how they

describe their services. For non-semantic Web services, i.e.

described by WSDL files, the matching between the request

and Web services is keyword-based and uses information

retrieval techniques [33]. In this case, the Web services can

be characterized by sets of keywords extracted from the

description files. These keywords can be used to index Web

services and later matched with keywords extracted from

the user request [17]. Clustering techniques can be used to

categorize WSDL files based on functional similarities to

bootstrap the discovery process of non-semantic Web services

[34]. Semantically described Web services are discovered
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using high level match-making approaches. The most popular

sematic discovery methods are OWL-S based and WSMO

based approaches which, fundamentally use the information

provided in the service profile and domain ontogies to match

the user’s requested functionalities [35].

In mobile domains, where mobile devices perhaps could be

service providers, the matchmaking process is performed on

mobile devices. Therefore, conducting the reasoning process

on a resource-constrained device might possibly fail or pro-

duce out-of-memory/stack overflow errors due to insufficient

resources. Highly optimized semantic reasoning in such cases

is required. Steller el al. [6], [7], [8] propose the mTableaux

algorithm to optimize the reasoning process and facilitate

Web services selection for resource-constrained devices. Gu

et al. [4] discuss in their framework, the design principles

and implementations of supporting ontology and reasoning for

mobile context-aware applications on handheld devices. Using

such lightweight semantic reasoners for resource-constrained

providers meets requirement #6 of our effective discovery

requirement mentioned before.

Local Services Directory: Service providers maintain a local

directory that contains all Web services offered by them.

Remote Services Directory: Remote services are services

hosted and provided by other peers/providers, but could be

proxied by other peers. Each Service provider may cache

access to these services for future references. A coordination

protocol is required to manage link updates, advertisement

notifications, invalid service/link removal, and duplicate ref-

erence avoidance. JXTA protocols [16] are commonly used

in this regard in P2P networks. JXTA periodically advertises

services as JXTA modules. Advertisements are associated

with a lifetime that determines how long peers would cache

these services and mark them as valid. This feature satisfies

requirement #2, where services are removed/marked invalid

when their lifetime expires. However, maintaining such a

directory for remote services has advantages and disadvan-

tages. The advantages include, back up for temporary dis-

connected peers that may provide relevant services, enable

services provisioning via a proxy, and reduce network traffic

by communicating less providers. The disadvantages include

more resource consumption on particular peers and duplication

management overhead (in case of a reference to the same

service reported from different sources). A good tradeoff ap-

proach must be made to ensure efficient and reliable discovery

while performing better optimization for heterogeneous mobile

environments.

VI. USE-CASE SCENARIO

Suppose that Adam is interested in attending an interna-

tional multicultural event held in his hometown. Adam planned

to take the bus to reach the event location before the opening

ceremony, which will start with a speech by the mayor. Adam

is excited and keen to catch the mayor’s speech. While waiting

at the bus stop the info panel showed that there is a delay in

the arrival of the bus Adam planned to take, which means

Adam would miss part of the opening ceremony.
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Fig. 3. A graphical illustration of the use-case scenario.

At the event location, some attendees (peers) are offering

coverage to the event in various forms and with different

capabilities (multiple-capacities). Some high-end smart phones

are offering Web services that provide multiple-capacities, i.e.

video streaming, audio, and photos to cope with the user

available bandwidth. Other mobile providers are offering real-

time interpretations to different international languages includ-

ing, Spanish, German, French, and Arabic using their short-

range wireless connectivity for the event attendees (peers).

However, a few capable providers are offering a proxy service

for other peers that are not connected to the Internet, so that

their services could be reached by Internet users. Besides,

different sections are offering a mobile Web service, hosted on

their representatives’ mobile device, to send schedule updates

to subscribers. Other Web services are also available for

audio, translations, photos, text tweets, and event schedule live

updates as shown in Figure 3. It is worth mentioning that some

providers are using OWL-S to describe their Web services

while some others are using WSDL files. These Web services

are published either locally on the provider’s mobile device

(local services directory) or using the available brokerage

service offered by capable peers (remote services directory).

In this scenario, we will illustrate how Adam can use the

framework to be connected to the event activities until he

arrives on site. We assume that Adam has a powerful 3G-

enabled smartphone with a multimodal wireless connectivity

the can switch to Wi-Fi whenever it is available and as per the

user settings. According to these assumptions, we recommend

implementing the Service Request, Request Submission Proto-
col, Request Converter, and Service Ranking at the customer

side, whereas the rest of the framework components are imple-

mented at the provider/broker side. Figure 4 depicts our choice

of where to deploy different component for this use-case

and, in general, how different framework components interact

together to discover the required Web services efficiently.

Adam, using his smartphone, uses the Service Request to

construct a Web service discovery request. The service request
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Fig. 4. The interactions between various framework components for the use-case scenario.

content is ”multicultural event coverage at my hometown”,

with ”Spanish interpretations and/or text translation” as the

user preferences. The Request Submission Protocol receives

the request and broadcasts a request existence message ”I

have a Web service request”. Upon receiving the request by

the available service providers, each provider/broker replies

back with a message to identify their description languages.

The Request Converter then receives a copy from the service

request and converts it to the appropriate formalisms. The

Request Submission Protocol sends multicast messages with

the converted request to the corresponding providers. The

aim of the multicast is to avoid message processing by non-

corresponding nodes and reduce the message flooding. Each

provider matches the request with the available local and

remote Web services. If no atomic Web services are found

satisfying the customer’s request, then the provider uses the

Request Analyzer and the Request Composer to fulfill the

request with composite services. The discovery framework

then receives relevant services from different providers who

found matches, along with the required/recommended environ-

ment conditions for each relevant service. Adam’s discovery

application ranking module integrates the received information

and retrieved services list with the local context information

(i.e. environment actual status and Adam’s preferences) to rank

the retrieved Web services according to the user preferences,

device profile, environment conditions, and ratings.

To that end, suppose that the 3G signal strength and

Adam’s current location at the bus stop is relatively weak,

which implies a low transmission rate and limited bandwidth.

According to that status, our discovery mechanism framework

ranks the service with multiple capacities first (i.e. the service

provides photos for limited bandwidth, audio for moderate,

and video streaming for high bandwidth availability). The

ranking module in such a case would also rank audio services

next, photos, Web services, text tweets, and then schedule

updates. Adam’s application provides the ranked list to Adam

to choose from and invoke the selected Web service or the

application takes the appropriate decision automatically by

running the service that is ranked first and caches the rest in

the relevant services cache. Upon the arrival of the required

bus, Adam gets on the bus and immediately his smart phone

changes automatically the Web connectivity to the bus Wi-

Fi hot spot available onboard to match Adam’s settings. The

execution environment detects this change in the environment

status and adapts the service behavior to provide real-time

video streaming. The application may also re-evaluate the

situation based on the new context change and choose from

the relevant services cache the composite service plan that

provides video streaming composed with a real time Spanish

interpretation and onscreen translation provided by multiple

providers.

Later on, if Adam wants to leave the event for some time and

come back to continue enjoying the entertainment but wants

to be updated about any changes on the event schedule for

individual performances; the discovery framework may look

at the relevant services cache and locate the services that

provide schedule updates for different exhibitions. Adam then

subscribes to the ones that he is interested in to get schedule

updates.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Web service discovery is a key enabler to the adoption

of Web services technology in mobile heterogeneous en-

vironments. In mobile environments, the limited resource

availability and the unreliable communications in wireless

networks presents unique challenges for service discovery. In

this paper, we identified the limitations of current discovery

approaches and the requirements of sound and reliable dis-

covery mechanisms that can be used to efficiently discover

Web services within resource-constrained environments. We

proposed a generic framework for Web service discovery in

mobile heterogeneous environments that can be implemented

in client/server or P2P networks. The framework is presented

in a three-layer structure and takes into account network

characteristics, user preferences, device profile, and available

resources at each participant. A comprehensive description

is provided for each component along with the possible

approaches that can be implemented as well as some of

the research efforts in that respect. Some of the framework

components can be implemented at either the customer or the
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provider/broker side according to the available resources to

achieve acceptable performance.

We claim that handling context information helps in provid-

ing personalized services in the best interest of the requester

and most appropriate for the current situation. We believe that

the proposed framework paves the road for a better under-

standing for development of robust discovery mechanisms that

cope with the highly dynamic nature of a mobile environment.

Mobile users would be more interested if services are tailored

to their preferences and devices, and ones that are capable of

changing their behavior to react promptly to the environment

changes.

We plan to use the framework to develop a robust Web ser-

vice discovery mechanism in mobile heterogeneous networks.

We will take advantage of our research in mobile Web services

provisioning to implement the framework component on a

mobile provider and a mobile client. A smart decision-making

module to choose where to implement different component at

the middle layer is under investigation. We are also looking

at evaluation schemes to evaluate the effectiveness and the

performance of our framework.
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